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We are celebrating tonight 

Kiss Me Like You’ll Never Kiss Me Again  
April 18, 2015, State of Concept, Athens  

“The artists are the murderers of death”  
Pascal Quignard  

Maro Michalakakos, as an artist, as a murderer of death, reminds us tonight that 
death is a feast for those like us who are alive.  
 
And that this is how it should be. The artist reminds us that death makes us alive 
and shapes our human condition. Death shapes our civilizations, our religions, 
our positions in life, our creativity, our nostalgias, our actions – and our feasts.
   
Death shapes the greed and the impossibility of control of our human condition, 
up to the point that whenever we give birth, we also give death as a future 
promise.  

Death is uncontrollable. Killing and self killing are the ultimate desperate 
gestures to try to control it – another attempt being to keep life forever – as a 
medical doctor my own position towards the invaluable value of each day of my 
life, of your life, of our human lives, is shaped by my medical knowledge and 
unknowledge of death. It is not possible to understand death. 

Death cannot be controlled nor explained by art, but it is beautified by art; it 
may become a joy and even a play, through art. 

*** 

Maro Michalakakos with this dinner reminds us that we should not leave the 
dead alone... They are part of us, they are inside us, they live with us.  
They are much more numerous than we are, they are everywhere, and wherever 
we put our live feet on earth, there are dead bodies buried underneath.  
 
They are generous to us, giving their bodies back to the world and this is what 
Maro Michalakakos enlightens tonight, feeding us with a body of death, with an 
artistic body of death – with her own body. 

*** 
Maro Michalakakos has done previously a very important body of work on the 
female posture in the Mediterranean world in particular, a posture made of 
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imprisonment and freedom, but tonight she goes further and includes 
imprisonment and freedom in this current proposal about life and death.  

She claims that we do need to have a strong relationship to death, that death 
should not become a taboo, that we do need to interact with it, to have it close 
to us, with us – and here is her imaginary body which the artist proposes to share 
with us, as she would like us to share her art, her life, and her real upcoming 
death, whenever that will be, those of you who will be there at that time should 
all recall the feast of tonight and again celebrate, the artist is creating, she is 
creating flesh and beauty and emotions and life, and until death comes to her, 
Maro will be creating, as it is for her a necessity, and she embraces the most 
difficult themes with no fear, with audacity, life and death as the essentials... 

*** 

And this is why we are all here tonight: because of our eagerness and need to 
enjoy death, cry and celebrate, all together.   

And this is why we are all here tonight: because Maro Michalakakos proposes us 
a dinner about life and death “rather life, she says, because in order for death to 
exist, first of all, life needs to exist”.   

 
So let’s celebrate death – or is it life ? – tonight – the most important if not the 
only possible human feast – thanatos as the mere energy, the essential 
transformation leading to eros, sex, life and art. 

Long live death!  
Long live art, eros, sex and life!  
Long Live Maro Michalakakos, State of Concept, 3-137 – and all of us!  

Let’s cry, drink, and celebrate !  

Toi qui es vivant, chaud, grouillant, respirant, animé –  
bien tôt tu seras mort. Il me faut donc aimer la mort, aussi. … 

Aimer la mort et les morts avec elle 
car sinon, comment aimer la vie et les vivants ? 
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